MedHackathon participation and contest
For MedHackathon there are two possibilities of participation:



In situ, where people will sit together and cooperate in team work during hackathon
Remotely, where people will cooperate from their homes and will contribute remotely. To help
those teams we will prepare already before conference blog, where people will be able to
share their ideas and also through teleconferencing tools they will form new teams. We will
also offer REDMINE tools for synchronization of work and we expect, that teams to share their
code trough GitHub or other similar tools

We believe, that, remote participation will give provide better possibilities for someone to join teams
or bring ideas that will assist the participation of other from developing countries. We are primary
focused on Mediterranean region, but people from other regions are not excluded.

MedHackathon contest
We see as main motivation for participation on Hackathon and a good chance for networking. That is
our primary goal. End users would find solution for their needs to promote their ideas; Developers
would learn about new data, new tool and new business opportunities. It would be also possible for
them to find new talents for their company as well as to establish new business cooperation. Business
oriented people will find new excellent ideas for their business or investments. At the end, it will be
chance to spent three exiting days with excellent friends and in excellent environment.
Nevertheless, we plan also to organize competition during Hackathon
During MedHack we expect two groups of team:




Professionals composed from current employers of existing companies, users, designers,
business oriented persons and others (students are not excluded) – for them we see as
motivation to find new possibilities of business, new ideas, and new data new cooperation and
also recognize new talents.
Students teams composed only from students, starting from high schools, trough bacillary,
masters and PhD. Focus of our content will be on this teams. So we see this event as good
possibilities for them to start new business or sell themselves. And our contest will help them.

There will be group of mentors starting from technical experts, data experts but also business
angels. We plan to offer incubation for best student team in Patras incubator.

Evaluation criteria for content about best student application of
MedHack
Every application will be evaluated by four criteria’s by experts. Every criterion will be evaluated by
every experts and it will be rank between 0 – 10 (10 is the best results). The final score will be sum of
all experts in all criteria.
1. Technology reediness will evaluate status of solution, how far is from market. As example
could be used next methodology https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technology_readiness_level
2. Novelty of solution will focused on advance of solution beyond the state-of-the-art. It will be
focused on novel concepts and approaches, new products, services)
3. Business potential – what is potential of this solution on the market, are there users, who are
ready pay for such solution, is there chance to introduce this solution on market
4. Social and environmental impacts – has this solution some important social or environmental
impacts. Could this solution helps to disadvantage regions, could this solution help to
protection of environment, etc.

